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GEORGE D. MONACO,
Complainant,

*
*

* CFTC Docket No. 08-R015

v.

*

*

ANTHONY WILLIAM STACK;
Respondent.

*
*

FINAL DECISION

The parties have elected to resolve their dispute under the voluntary decisional procedure.
As a result, the parties have waived the opportunity for an oral hearing, and the paries have

waived certain rights, including the right to receive a written statement of the findings of fact
upon which the final decision is based and the right to appeal this final decision to the
Commission and to the federal courts. CFTC rules 12.100(b), 12.105, and 12.106(d). Under the
voluntary decisional procedure, the final decision is limited to a "briefly stated conclusion."
CFTC rule 12.106(b).1

After reviewing the documentary record, it is concluded: one, that Anthony Wiliam
Stack violated Sections 4b(a) and 4c(b) of
the Act, and CFTC rule 33.10, in connection with the
trading of George Monaco's account; and two, that these violations proximately caused Monaco
$8,377 in damages. Accordingly, Anthony William Stack is ordered to pay to George Monaco
reparations of $8,377, plus post-judgment interest on that amount at 0.43 % compounded
annually from the date ofthis order to the date of payment, plus $50 in costs for the filing fee.2

February 2, 2009.
1 This conclusion may not be deemed a finding of
the Commission for purposes of Section 8a of

the Commodity

Exchange Act.
2 The default order against John Edward Walsh and One World Capital Group has become a final order of
Commission. Since neither Walsh nor One World has paid any portion of
has not been reduced, and Stack is liable for the full amount of

the
the default award, the amount of damages
the award in this Final Decision. Monaco and Stack

should note that the likelihood is remote that Walsh or One World would in the future pay any portion of

award.
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